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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE KU KLUX KLAN.

Also the end of the Civil war is a very significant part of history. By doing this, the KKK wanted to make
them feel like a lesser race. According to historian Brian R. Simmons initially met with little success in either
recruiting members or in raising money, and the Klan remained a small operation in the Atlanta area until 
Klansmen: Guardians of Liberty A significant characteristic of the second Klan was that it was an organization
based in urban areas, reflecting the major shifts of population to cities in the North, West, and the South. It has
been revived many times during the intervening years, notably in by William Joseph Simmons, when its
popularity engulfed the United States and its influence even seeped into the political sphere. Members in the
Ku Klux Klan believed whites were superior to other races. The State Klan organized a series of massive
public rallies in and that ranged from 20, to 70, people. Grant signed Butler's legislation. Although Johnson
had been black, most of the Dallas KKK's whipping victims were white men who were accused of offenses
against their wives such as adultery, wife beating, abandoning their wives, refusing to pay child support or
gambling. Most Klansmen were lower- to middle-class whites who were trying to protect their jobs and
housing from the waves of newcomers to the industrial cities: immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe,
who were mostly Catholic or Jewish; and black and white migrants from the South. In , Mississippi Governor
William L. It was generally Democratic in the South and Republican in the North. However, it is best known
for the shockingly vicious acts of It borrowed parts of the initiation ceremony from that group, with the same
purpose: "ludicrous initiations, the baffling of public curiosity, and the amusement for members were the only
objects of the Klan", according to Albert Stevens in  Agents of the Freedmen's Bureau reported weekly
assaults and murders of blacks. The Klan used public violence against black people and their allies as
intimidation. These two companies make the most unlikely comparisons to one another. Questions that will be
addressed in this essay include: what kind of violence and intimidation did the Klan in North Carolina use
against those they saw as their social and political enemies? President Ulysses S. It seriously weakened the
black political establishment through its use of assassinations and threats of violence; it drove some people out
of politics. However, it is best known for the shockingly vicious acts of violence which have been committed
by its members over the years, with the result that the distinctive hooded robes its members wear to conceal
their identities have become a globally-recognized symbol of racial prejudice and bigotry. These actions
helped somewhat in the short term, and the federal government began to develop a more
thoroughunderstanding of what life was like for non-Democratic whites in the South. The police chief and
district attorney refused to prosecute, explicitly and publicly stating they believed that Johnson deserved this
treatment.


